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The origins of the typeface we know today as Monti Sans 
can be traced back to America’s first successful type foundry, 
established in Philadelphia by Archibald Binny and James 
Ronaldson in 1796. Among the most enduring American types 
ever designed, it has now nearly realized a proverbial nine lives. 
Its first three iterations took the form of hand-set type and 
spanned more than a century. Its fourth incarnation, an arduous 
conversion to Linotype, was undertaken in the 1940s by C.H. 
Griffith at the Mergenthaler Company with the aid of Princeton 
University Press’s P.J. Conkwright. It was this revival, intended 
to provide a historically appropriate face for the publication of 
The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, that gave the font its modern 
name. The advent of computerized typesetting systems 
in the 1980s led to the creation of two intermediate, and 
unsatisfactory, digital renditions of Monticello. The accumulated 
defects were finally rectified by Matthew Carter’s masterful 
reinterpretation in 2003. At about the same time, a digital 
version tailored to produce photopolymer plates for letterpress 
printing was created for Andrew Hoyem’s Arion Press in 
San Francisco. Though it carries a different name, this was 
Monticello’s eighth life and a kind of return to the past. With 
the pace of technological and societal change showing no sign 
of abating, a ninth life is now realized in the newly released—and 
for the first time ever as a sans serif—Monti Sans.

Mahlon Lovett joined Princeton in 1977 first in the Princeton 
University Press as a book designer under P.J. Conkwright 
and later as the first graphic designer of the communications 
department. Up until that point, printed ephemera existed in a 



state of ununified chaos except for one effort by Aaron Marcus 
and his wife, who at that point had returned as a graphic design 
teacher in the School of Architecture and his wife who was in 
the publications department, to create a system for designing 
booklets for several of the administration departments  
of Princeton including the registrar, office of development,  
and admissions. 

It wasn’t until the mid 90s, after the idea of graphic 
identity and design programs had trickled down from the 
corporate world that the University began consider the 
development of an identity. It was at this point that Mahlon 
Lovett and Laurel Cantor pushed for Justin Harmon, the then 
Director of Communications, to strongly consider creating 
an identity for the University. The decision to create a style 
guide and cohesive identity was proposed to Nassau Hall 
and accepted. Following the decision to go forward with the 
University’s first branding attempt, several firms were asked 
to present to a panel of key stakeholders of the University 
including people from athletics, the office of development, the 
office of communications, and more. Of those firms presenting, 
the bid ultimately went to Drenttel Doyle Partners.

Through a back and forth process in which different 
designs were proposed and then critiqued by the stakeholders, 
the University finally settled on its first identity in 1996: 
‘Princeton’ typeset in New Baskerville Bold, a contemporary 
reissue of John Baskerville’s famous Baskerville transitional serif 
font, and ‘University’ typeset in Univers 65, a bold version of the 
neo grotesque sans-serif typeface designed by Adrian Frutiger. 
What was so striking about this typesetting was how much of a 



departure it was from those of its peer institutions in terms of 
the usage of a sans serif *gasp* font. 

In fact, through the years that it was used, there 
was significant push back from different stakeholders on 
campus, particularly the office of development, as being “too 
adventurous” for an institution like Princeton. As a result, this 
identity only managed to exist for a period of 11 years. In the 
early 2000s, the athletics department had hired Pentagram 
to do some design work of their own. This initial collaboration 
with designer Michael Bierut lead to further conversations and 
in 2007, Pentagram was hired to redesign the Princeton identity 
for the second time in less than 20 years. This time round, 
because Pentagram had already done work with the University, 
while there was still a set of stakeholders, there was much  
less back and forth. Pentagram came back after an  
initial presentation with a new logo and font choice for the  
identity: Monticello.

The year is now 2018 and the time has come for a new 
descendent of Monticello. In fall of 2017, Eric Li began at work 
Princeton University researching the history and the usage of 
Monticello as the University font. Through numerous visits to 
the University archives as well as interviews, this text functions 
as both an introduction of Monti Sans and a historical synopsis 
of Monticello and its relationship to the University. 

Designed in direct response to this research, Monti 
Sans is a sans serif font created by literally chopping off the 
serifs of Monticello. Each letterform was printed out and with 
the slash of a blade, had its serif caps removed. These new 



forms, clean of their historic baggage, were then digitized and 
turned into Monti Sans. While this blunt removal of Monticello’s 
characteristic serifs breathe new light into this centuries old 
font. Whether or not people recognize these two fonts as 
related is neither here nor there. Monticello was the past. Monti 
Sans is the now and the future.
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